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What’s Our Position? A Critical Media Literacy
Study of Popular Culture Websites With
Eighth-Grade Special Education Students
TED KESLER
PABLO P. L. TINIO
Queens College of the City University of New York, Flushing, New York, USA

BRIAN T. NOLAN
New York City Department of Education, New York, New York, USA

This article reports on an action research project with 9 eighthgrade special education students in a self-contained classroom
in an urban public school. The 1st author, in collaboration with
the classroom teacher (3rd author), taught the students a critical
media literacy framework to explore popular culture websites.
Students learned to analyze these sites for issues of authorship;
design; intended audience; ideology; and political, social, and
profit motive agendas. Based in theories from new literacies, multiliteracies, multimodal literacy, and critical media literacy, the
article addresses the following questions: What understandings
as critical readers of popular culture websites did the students exhibit? How did these understandings contribute to their development
as 21st-century literate people? Through the use of screen capture
software and think-aloud protocol, we were able to recreate each
student’s reading process. Students then created alternative media
productions using Glogster. We analyzed each student’s glog using
the grammar of visual design. Analysis revealed students’ critical
media literacy understandings. We present 3 themes in the findings: inferential thinking, a dialectic across multiple literacies,
and multimodal expression. We present 2 telling cases to articulate
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our analysis and the dimensions of each theme. The article
concludes with implications for future research, policy, and pedagogy, particularly in critical media literacy with special education
populations.
A major challenge that classroom teachers face today is finding a balance
between foundational literacy practices and 21st-century literacies, especially
those that involve digital technologies. The Child Trends Data Bank
(www.childtrendsdatabank.com) reports that in 2010, 85% of children ages
3 to 17 had computers with Internet access at home and, in 2009, children
spent an average of 1.5 hr daily outside of school on a computer. These
trends are increasing rapidly as diverse Internet-enabled devices are becoming more accessible to youth. One powerful resource for students’ online literacy engagement is popular culture. The Child Trends Data Bank also
reports that outside of school, many of the online activities in which students
engage involve popular culture, including participating in gaming sites that
include chat rooms and discussion boards, visiting popular culture websites,
interacting on social media sites such as Facebook, and viewing videos on
YouTube. Given the powerful interplay of youth with popular culture media,
Dolby (2003) argued that ‘‘popular culture is a more significant, penetrating
pedagogical force in young people’s lives than schooling’’ (p. 264).
One reason schools are wary of harnessing students’ popular culture
interests as pedagogical resources is that these texts might generate controversial and challenging ideological messages (Lambirth, 2003). Yet precisely
because of the ubiquitous nature and accessibility of popular culture media,
schools might be exactly the sites to engage students in critical analysis of
these texts (Kellner & Share, 2007). Moreover, this kind of critical analysis
is strongly supported by the College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards
of the Common Core State Standards for both reading and writing (National
Governors Association, 2010). By analyzing how these texts construct readers
and what these texts are doing and for what purposes, students could gain
power over how to situate themselves as they interact with them.
Our intention in this study was to harness students’ affinity for popular
culture websites by teaching ways to interact and respond using critical
media literacy (CML). We were careful to avoid a negative reading of these
texts or turning engagement with them into just more experiences of doing
school. Rather, we took Alvermann and Hagood’s (2000a) advice to honor
the pleasure that young people derive while guiding them to deconstruct
and reconstruct these texts for deeper understandings. The first author
(Ted) and the third author (Brian) worked with his nine eighth-grade special
education students in a self-contained classroom. We asked the following
research questions: What understandings as critical readers of popular culture websites did the students exhibit? How did these understandings contribute to their development as 21st-century literate people?
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Lankshear and Knobel (2006) conceived of new literacies in terms of
‘‘technical stuff’’ and ‘‘ethos stuff’’ (p. 25). Technical stuff is composed of
‘‘post-typographic texts and text production’’ (p. 24) that are increasingly
in digital media with audio, visual, print-based, and video modes and are
‘‘seamlessly multimodal’’ (p. 25). Moreover, ‘‘text types are subject to wholesale experimentation, hybridization, and rule breaking’’ (p. 52). For
Lankshear and Knobel, digital literacy includes diverse technical skills such
as sending text messages, downloading and using apps, inserting and manipulating hyperlinks, controlling the use of a mouse, uploading and downloading images and videos, and building multimedia sites and Web pages. The
skills, habits, and dispositions of digital literacy are extensively developed
both as conceptual definitions (see, e.g., Gilster, 1997) and as performance
standards that aim to achieve national and international normalizations
(see, e.g., the International Society of Technology in Education Standards).
New literacies also involve ethos stuff, or new mindsets with meaning construction that is more participatory, collaborative, distributed, and dispersed and
less published, individualized, or author-centric than conventional1 literacies
(Lankshear & Knobel, 2006, p. 25). This ethos stuff is the more criterial dimension
for new literacies and is what we consider to be ‘‘21st-century literacies’’ in this
study. Lankshear and Knobel (2006) explained that by privileging conventional
literacies—now exacerbated by the demands of high-stakes testing and
accountability systems—schools and classrooms too often separate or ‘‘fracture’’
(p. 31) physical space from the wealth of digital technologies that cyberspace
links and networks. Instead, the demands of multiple literacies call for a ‘‘literacy
dialectic’’ that draws productively and creatively on elements of both new and
conventional literacies to produce transformed literacy practices. Our charge
as educators is ‘‘to develop conceptions and arrangements of literacy education
that enable learners to negotiate the kind of transcendence—the dialectic—that
seems most likely to occur’’ (p. 30). The present study took up this charge by
generating challenging meaning-making experiences, drawing on productive
elements of both new and conventional literacies in a literacy dialectic.
Media texts—texts that are widely distributed, are accessible, generate
consumer culture, are in a wide range of forms and genres, and utilize digital
technologies—are innately multimodal. The New London Group (1996)
explained the meaning making of multimodal texts as design work and
described three elements to design: available designs (‘‘resources for meaning; available designs of meaning’’), designing (‘‘the work performed on=with
1

Lankshear and Knobel (2006) used the term conventional literacies; a RAND report
(RAND Reading Study Group, 2002) and the Common Core State Standards use the term
foundational literacy skills. Both terms effectively refer to the same well-established set of
skills, and we therefore use these terms interchangeably in this article.
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available designs in the semiotic process’’), and the redesigned (the products
of design work; p. 77). They explained, ‘‘Designing always involves the transformation of Available Designs; it always involves making new use of old
materials’’ (p. 76). Moreover, the redesigned produces ‘‘new meaning,
something through which meaning-makers remake themselves’’ (p. 76).
Through creative reappropriation of the world, designers generate new subjectivities, and this process constitutes learning. This conception of design
seemed particularly pertinent for our study, which privileged multimodal
texts as students engaged with popular culture websites and produced
counterhegemonic glogs.
Multimodal literacy theory posits that ‘‘representation and communication always draw on a multiplicity of modes, all of which contribute to
meaning’’ (Jewitt & Kress, 2003, p. 277). These modes combine in a multimodal ensemble (Jewitt, 2009), and each mode comes with its own affordances
and constraints. Bearne (2005) explained that multimodal texts, such as websites, generate many possible reading pathways that proficient readers learn to
navigate for particular purposes. Furthermore, the synthesis of multiple modes
in the meaning construction of texts within particular social contexts generates
the subjectivities of participants. These complex 21st-century conceptions of
texts are exemplified in popular culture websites and indicate the levels of
analysis we aimed to guide the student participants to do in this study.
Whereas key concepts in new literacies, multiliteracies, and multimodal
theories provided tools of analysis for our study, CML provided the framework for our pedagogy. With its focus on popular media texts—sites of pleasure, affiliation, and contestation—CML applies concepts in media literacy
and cultural studies. After all, ‘‘popular culture and mass media are part of
the experiences that students bring with them to school and should be
embraced and critiqued within the formal educational curricula’’ (Share,
2009, p. 10). CML begins with the premise that no texts are neutral. Rather,
all texts, and particularly popular media texts, are steeped in ideology with
powerful historical, cultural, and political assumptions that, taken at face
value, become naturalized values, beliefs, and agendas that serve to maintain
dominant societal power structures and practices (Kellner & Share, 2007).
Thus, CML applies the activist approaches of critical literacy that value transformative, emancipatory pedagogy by ‘‘uncovering the ideological meanings
in texts and practices’’ in the interests of social justice (Janks, 2010, p. 36). A
CML framework enables students to perceive and be critical of media texts
that propagate normative ideological discourses—for example about class,
gender, race, sexuality, religion, age—but also empowers them to use media
as modes of self-expression and social activism. This pedagogy is especially
pertinent to groups who are often underrepresented or misrepresented in
the media, such as the population of students whom we worked with in this
study. These practices, Kellner and Share (2005, 2007) asserted, will prepare
students to be active participants in democracy.
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Kellner and Share (2007) provided a conceptual framework based in CML
theory for the study of popular media (see tinyurl.com=CMLFramework). Their
framework is based on ‘‘a model of radical democracy that promotes
independence and interdependence but moves away from an uncritical
dependency on media’’ (p. 65) through dialogic inquiry. The framework
presents five concepts, each with its own set of guiding questions for critical
analysis of texts. Briefly, these five key concepts are as follows: (a) All media
texts are socially constructed by authors; (b) all media texts are constructed
using multimodal design with intricate semiotic meanings; (c) all media texts
have intended audiences, and various audiences engage with the same media
texts differently; (d) all media texts have inherent ideologies that are
embedded in their total design; (e) all media texts are deeply connected to corporations, institutions, or other organizations with specific agendas or profit
motives. Multimodal theory provided the tools to enable students to recognize
the signifiers in the various modes of the multimedia texts we analyzed and
what they possibly signified in our sociocultural context.
CML scholars advise providing students with opportunities to create
alternative media productions that can challenge dominant media narratives
(cf. Alvermann & Hagood, 2000a; Kellner & Share, 2007; Merchant, 2005;
Share, 2009). Merchant (2005), for example, stated that constructing selves
is especially powerful when students are given opportunities to produce
counternarratives, or texts that challenge and transgress the taken-for-granted
texts of popular culture that pervade society. Here, again, students were able
to apply the multimodal understandings that they gained from the analysis of
multimedia texts. Merchant explained that in 21st-century literacies, authorship is an act of bricolage (from Levi-Strauss’s term bricoleur), deliberately
appropriating, assembling, and transforming diverse ‘‘discursive fragments
from popular culture’’ (p. 79). A pedagogy that gives students opportunities
to compose counternarratives also maintains respect for students’ pleasure
in popular culture media. Linking the framework and suggested guiding questions and explorations of Kellner and Share (2007) with the call for alternative
media production provided powerful guidelines for our construction of a
curriculum to use with the participants in our study.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Many seminal studies of adolescents’ literacy practices with popular culture
texts map the complex terrain of students’ out-of-school literacies, explore
the disjuncture with school-based literacy, and indicate how embracing these
literacies might foster students’ in-school literacy development. These studies
also reveal how these literacy practices shape and are shaped by particular
social and cultural contexts. Alvermann and Hagood (2000b) analyzed adolescents’ popular music fandom for the important literacy practices that might
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be incorporated in school settings. Lewis and Fabos (2005) explored adolescent girls’ use of instant messaging. Finders (1997) showed the complex
social worlds that were constructed through adolescent girls’ reading of
popular teen zines and other unsanctioned literacy practices. Moje (2000)
investigated the literacy practices of adolescent males who identified as
‘‘gangstas.’’ Using a multiliteracies framework, Chandler-Olcott and Mahar
(2003) analyzed the complexity of middle school girls’ anime-inspired fan fiction that repositioned them as capable literacy learners.
Gainer (2010) worked with a diverse group of 11 middle school students in
an after-school program to collectively analyze representations of urban youth
and schooling in media and to produce counternarratives. Gainer found that
as the students socially constructed meanings around multimodal texts, ‘‘they
acted as social change agents challenging dominant and oppressive myths such
as meritocracy and racism’’ (p. 372). Similarly, Skinner (2007) guided an
after-school writing=popular culture club of nine seventh-grade urban, poor,
minority girls to engage in dialogic inquiry of popular culture texts while also
harnessing these texts for their own writing projects. Dialogic inquiry guided students to recognize ‘‘the particular ideologies that position both authors and readers of text,’’ which then shaped their writing (Skinner, 2007, p. 38). The fact that
all of these studies documented marginalized literacy practices that occurred in
after-school or out-of-school settings indicates that popular culture texts and
CML are not regular parts of literacy instruction in classrooms.
Several studies of popular culture through a CML lens have occurred in
classroom settings. Gainer, Valdez-Gainer, and Kinard (2009) taught fourthgrade students to write subtexts using blank speech bubbles to advertisements in children’s popular magazines. The authors realized that although
the students gained important critical understandings about advertising, this
exploration was just a first step in the long journey of CML, which included
investigating many more media sources through the use of technology. Using
a project-based curriculum, O’Brien (2001) described a 4-year study in collaboration with two high school teachers working with at-risk adolescents in a
media lab. Within a multiliteracies framework, O’Brien established the themes
of intermediality, based in the work of Semali and Pailliotet (1999), or ‘‘the
ability to work with diverse symbol systems in an active way where meanings
are received and produced,’’ and of acuity in using multimedia for artistic
representation. In acting intermedially, the students in his study were able
to sublimate their struggles with foundational literacy skills ‘‘to the substance
and intent of their expressions, their finely tuned sense of audience, and their
abilities to link their personal lives and feelings to the media and audience’’
and ‘‘use media to construct their own and others’ worlds.’’
Share (2009) described a 3-year, federally funded program focusing on
CML and creating alternative media messages in a downtown Los Angeles
elementary school. Share interviewed some of the teachers who participated
in the program 2 years after the funding ended. Because critical media
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pedagogy is multimodal and experimental, the four special education teachers in Share’s study reported high levels of engagement and learning by
their students. Particularly effective was ‘‘a dialogical problem-posing pedagogy that seeks to turn students into subjects empowered to act on the world
they are living in and learning about’’ (p. 94). Share also reported that in the 2
years since funding had ended, standardization, starting with high-stakes
accountability systems, prevented CML pedagogy in the school.
These studies informed us to provide progressive pedagogy that was experiential and dialogical and opportunities for students to produce counternarratives
in response to our explorations of popular culture websites. Our study contributes to this literature by focusing exclusively on popular culture websites with
eighth-grade special education students in a self-contained classroom. Moreover,
our investigation became the sanctioned literacy work of the class for an extended
period of 8 weeks. Given our study’s design, we knew that our study also needed
to be informed by research literature about online reading comprehension.
Research on the offline reading comprehension process is now well
established. The RAND Reading Study Group (2002) defined reading comprehension as the process of simultaneously extracting and constructing meaning
and presented a heuristic for the reading comprehension process of the reader,
the text, and the activity in a dynamic transaction within specific sociocultural
contexts. Activity includes factors such as reading purposes, processes, and
consequences. The process of extracting meaning includes such foundational
skills as quick and accurate decoding of words and reading with appropriate
prosody, pace, and expression. The process of constructing meaning includes
the active integration of foundational strategies such as previewing the text and
determining the text structure, activating background knowledge, setting
goals, making predictions, asking questions, ascertaining the meaning of
unknown words, monitoring for understanding, making connections, inferring, visualizing, and summarizing (Duke & Pearson, 2002; National Institute
of Child Health and Human Development, 2000; RAND Reading Study Group,
2002; Snow, Burns, & Griffin, 1998). In addition, for strong foundational reading, readers bring dispositions such as attention, memory, motivation, an interest in the content, and a sense of self-efficacy as a reader (Snow & Sweet,
2003). Integration of these strategies and dispositions becomes even more
challenging for informational texts, the dominant genre of hypermedia texts
that readers encounter online. Comprehension of offline informational texts
generally demands a motivated reader to engage reading purposes, activate
background knowledge of topic and text structures, decode, self-regulate,
and infer meanings in an effort to locate, understand, and use information
effectively (Duke & Pearson, 2002; Snow & Sweet, 2003).
This process is necessary, but not sufficient, for successful meaning construction in online reading environments. Although both online and offline
reading experiences are determined by reader, text, activity, and context,
one key distinction is that when reading online, readers inevitably construct
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their own reading pathways, following hyperlinks, tabs, Web pages, and so
on (Coiro & Dobler, 2007). In addition, online spaces are inevitably multimodal, demanding synthesis across semiotic modes to construct meaning
(Bearne, 2005). The complexity of the purpose, task, and context of online
reading seems to determine how similar or different it is to offline reading
demands. Our study poses new challenges by closely monitoring the online
reading comprehension of students who are less proficient in foundational
reading skills, strategies, and dispositions while setting the purposes, tasks,
and contexts for their online reading work. Moreover, whereas online reading comprehension research focuses on information reading tasks related to
content areas of science and social studies, we were closely monitoring,
through a CML lens, the online reading comprehension of students as they
read popular culture websites—sites of desire and pleasure—including all
of the multimodal ways that meaning is generated. Online and offline reading comprehension are not isomorphic. Thus, students who show less competency in offline reading comprehension might demonstrate competency as
online readers. Conversely, competent offline readers might struggle with
reading online (Leu, O’Byrne, Zawilinski, McVerry, & Everett-Cacopardo,
2009). These findings informed us to closely monitor the dialectic of multiple
literacies as the students in our study navigated and made sense of popular
culture websites using a CML lens.

RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS
Consistent with correlations between children of poverty and special
education, eight of the nine special education students (89%) in our study
had free or reduced-price lunch compared to 47% for the entire school. Also
consistent with correlations between racial and ethnic minority groups and
special education, two students were African American (22%), six Hispanic
(67%), and one of mixed race (11%) compared to 34% African American,
17% Hispanic or Latino, 41% Asian, and 8% White for the entire school.
Seven students were with the same classroom teacher, Brian Nolan, since
fourth grade (one student joined the class in seventh and one in eighth
grade). Four students were classified as having learning disabilities and five
as needing speech and language support. According to Brian, two students
exhibited attention-deficit=hyperactivity disorder and two exhibited oppositional defiant disorder behaviors. Eight students were reading and writing at
the fifth-grade level, and one was reading and writing at the second-grade
level.
In this article, we present two telling cases (Mitchell, 1994) of Sabrina and
Carmen (both students’ names are pseudonyms) that we believe effectively
present many of the key findings of our study. Both students’ individualized
education plans (IEPs) indicated difficulties with inferring meaning from texts.
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Of Sabrina’s social and emotional performance, Brian remarked, ‘‘She often
requires frequent reminders to stay on task during classroom lessons.’’ Some
supports for learning on Carmen’s IEP were repeating directions, ‘‘extra time
to gather and express her thoughts in an organized manner,’’ opportunities
‘‘for practice to acquire skills and learn new information,’’ and ‘‘collaborative
small-group’’ work ‘‘with teacher assistance.’’ An annual goal for writing on
Carmen’s IEP was the following: ‘‘Within one year, Carmen will write an interpretive and responsive essay of about four pages using symbolism, metaphor,
simile, personification, and flashback.’’

RESEARCH DESIGN
The study design, implementation, and data collection were conducted by
Ted. The study occurred from mid-April to mid-June 2011 and lasted a total
of 8 weeks (see tinyurl.com=nyx77yj for the four parts of the study design).
The study used mixed methods, and Parts 1 and 4 contained quantitative
and comparative components. Part 4 also included semistructured interviews
with all study participants. In this article, we focus on the qualitative components of the study (Parts 2, 3, and 4), which we now describe. In Parts 2 and 3,
Ted engaged in participatory action research in collaboration with Brian to
teach CML of popular culture websites to students. In Part 2, we adapted a series of lesson plans that the Center for Media Literacy published in conjunction
with their framework (Share, Jolls, & Thoman, 2005) and ideas in Bring It to
Class (Hagood, Alvermann, & Heron-Hruby, 2010) to fit the needs of the
students and the timeframe of the study. Each session was 45 min to 1.5 hr,
and some lessons took more than one session. We averaged two to three
sessions per week, for a total of 22 sessions, including the students’ final presentations. For all sessions, to document their work process, Ted took field
notes and video-recorded workshop time. Ted wrote reflective notes right
after leaving the site. In Part 4, Ted also conducted a semistructured interview
with each participant about his or her glog (see below), the design process,
and his or her understandings of reading websites with a critical lens. Ted also
interviewed Brian about the study. All interviews were audio-recorded and
transcribed for analysis.
The first lesson was simply exploring what popular culture is; deriving
popular culture categories; then giving students a worksheet to fill in their
popular culture interests in various categories, such as movies, books, websites, music, games, sports, and fashion. Ted discussed the following definition of popular culture from Hagood et al. (2010) with the students and
used it throughout the unit: Popular culture is ‘‘everyday culture in which
both the producer of a text and the audience have knowledge and power over
a text’s meaning’’ (p. 14). Ted shared the students’ work in terms of popular
culture identities (Hagood et al., 2010): Your popular culture interests and
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how you choose to engage with them shape who you are as a person in the
world. For each lesson, the students’ engagement and responses enabled
responsive teaching. For example, their responses in the first lesson gave us
valuable insights into their interests, which in turn helped us find popular
culture websites to use in the study.
We were deliberate about which popular culture websites to use. Our
starting point was having a sense of the students’ interests. We were restricted
to appropriate websites for a school setting. This also meant that we avoided
sites with explicit language or sexist images. We added to our list of possible
sites by searching for award-winning popular culture sites for teenagers and
by considering our own knowledge of popular culture for teenagers. Ted
and Pablo combed through approximately 50 popular culture websites that
fit the criteria and charted these sites for reading demands (high, medium,
low) and salient qualities that fit with each key CML concept (e.g., authorship,
design, ideology) that Ted intended to explore with the students. This charting enabled Ted to provide choices of websites the students could investigate
for each key CML concept and to modify the choices for students who
struggled with readability.
In discussions with Brian, Ted created a worksheet with targeted
prompts for each day’s focus that Ted also modified for students’ needs in
the following ways: clearly modeling and thinking aloud the process of doing
each day’s work, encouraging collaboration among students for problem
solving and support with the tasks, providing paragraph frames (Cudd &
Roberts, 1989) for students who needed support with their written reflections,
and conferring individually with students as they engaged with each task.
To monitor students’ understandings of each key concept in the CML
framework, Ted loaded Camtasia, a screen video capture software, on each
student’s laptop and taught the students how to record. At the start of each
work session, Ted distributed headsets with microphones and taught
students a think-aloud protocol as they navigated each website. It took a
few days of modeling think-aloud, sharing examples, establishing criteria,
and practicing before students got the hang of it, and Ted revisited some
of the early lessons in the unit because the quality of the students’
think-alouds was initially so poor. Not every lesson involved critical analysis
of websites. Some activities, based again on ideas in the Center for Media
Literacy activities guide (Share et al., 2005), involved students in exploring
their cultural identities or target audience and ideology in the design of
popular culture products.
Part 3 of the study moved students into composing counternarratives to
our study of popular culture websites. For this work, Ted decided to use
Glogster, a digital poster website. Using edu.glogster.com, Ted set up a
virtual class in which each student was able to establish a personal profile
and store his or her work in progress. The site enabled Ted to view each
student’s glog and write comments to guide and support students’ progress.
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Ted and Brian conducted this part of the study as a writing workshop
genre study. In the first lesson, we brainstormed with the students possible
teenage issues in popular culture media that they might problematize and challenge. Next we explored exemplary glogs by other middle school students that
Glogster makes readily available and a glog about teenage social issues that he
created that became a mentor text for the class. This analysis enabled the class
to realize the affordances of this medium, the modes that this medium supports, and the criteria for an excellent glog, which became the criteria for
how the students would be graded on their own glog (see tinyurl.com=
b5wjegz). Once students chose their topics, we demonstrated planning by
making a visual map of their glog. Using blank calendars, the students planned
their schedule for completing their glogs. We then demonstrated using the
tools on Glogster to create a glog. We charted free-access websites for images,
videos, and music, in addition to all of the choices that Glogster provides. Students readily added others. As a culminating activity, students prepared and
presented brief explanations of their process and the focus of their glogs. They
presented their glogs to other students in the school and school administrators.
They then wrote reflections about the study and what they learned.

DATA ANALYSIS
Ted and Pablo examined all data sources (refer to the study design at
tinyurl.com=nyx77yj) and used grounded theory (Charmaz, 2000) to code
the data and develop themes. Key concepts in foundational literacy, CML,
and 21st-century literacies enabled a deductive-inductive reflexive process
for theme development. We coded students’ literate behaviors across data
sources to develop themes.
We examined students’ Camtasia recordings with their corresponding
worksheets to recreate their reading pathways and comprehension work.
We separated each recording into events. Any click of the mouse or shift in
activity was defined as an event. Clicks of the mouse inevitably took students
to a new page in the website. A shift in activity might be moving on to the next
set of questions on the worksheet or returning to a previous set of questions.
Each event was coded, using a chart, for duration, description, transcriptional
details, observational notes, and possible codes. Some events lasted only a
few seconds, whereas others went on for a few minutes. Events of more than
3 min were broken up into two (or more) units of analysis. Furthermore, units
of analysis sometimes cut across two or more events. Often in events, students
were thinking aloud and=or writing their responses to the worksheet guiding
questions. Using inductive analysis, we matched students’ thoughts with
whichever guiding questions they were focused on to develop codes.
Codes then coalesced into three categories of reading comprehension:
foundational reading skills, digital and 21st-century literacy skills, and CML
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skills. We reread the chart to consolidate codes and develop themes, sometimes replaying events for clarification and verification. We again reread the
chart of each recording and highlighted events that strongly showed these
themes in action. We also analyzed students’ activities by coding for critical
media understandings based on the framework by Kellner and Share (2007).
Some themes cut across two or more events in succession. We separated
these units of analysis into segments. A segment was any change in the student’s use of the mouse (such as lingering on a tab, scrolling down the page,
or zooming in on one part of the page) or a change of focus in the student’s
spoken words on the recordings.
To analyze glogs, we used the grammar of visual design (Kress & van
Leeuwen, 2006). Video and music are important elements of glogs, but as
the glogs were digital posters, visual design was the most salient mode of
the students’ work. Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) explained that all visual
design has three functions: an ideational function, or how the text represents
the world outside and inside a person; an interpersonal function, or how the
text is constructed to enact social interactions and relations; and a textual
function, or how the textual elements cohere to construct meaning. The
textual function has three interrelated systems: information value (i.e., how
the elements in a design relate to one another), salience (i.e., what is foregrounded, what is backgrounded, tone, color, relative sizes of images,
etc.), and framing (i.e., the inclusion or exclusion of lines and other frames
that divide space in the design). This grammar system gave a nuanced analysis of students’ literate understandings for the construction of their glogs and
triangulated with the themes that emerged from our grounded theory analysis. Analysis showed how all nine students expressed CML understandings
through multiple modes in the design of their glogs.

FINDINGS
We now present findings from two telling cases (Mitchell, 1994) that
represent the kinds of understandings that students expressed across data
sources to address our two research questions. Our detailed analysis of the
data in these two cases demonstrates the dimensions of our three themes.
The first case is Sabrina (see her work at tinyurl.com=odhwndw). Sabrina’s
case represents the reading comprehension work of Part 2 of our study
and demonstrates the first two themes: inferential thinking and the dialectic
across multiple literacies. In the second case we present Carmen’s glog work,
which represents the composing work of Part 3 of our study and demonstrates the third theme: multimodal expression. Using the grammar of visual
design (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006), we show what Carmen understood as a
critical consumer of popular culture websites and the implications for
21st-century literacies.
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Sabrina
The following unit of analysis goes across two events in the Camtasia recordings. The focus that day was to explore the authorship of websites. Sabrina
was investigating the first question on the worksheet—Who created this site?
How do I know?—for www.teenink.com, a website that hosts writing by
teenagers, including reviews, feature articles, stories, videos, poems, song
lyrics, and art work. We present this unit in table form (see Table 1) to clearly
delineate the passage of time, the on-screen actions, and Sabrina’s thinking
on the video recording.
This excerpt shows the dialectic relationship across literacies. Sabrina
showed competence in several digital literacy skills. The data show how
she adjusted her reading pace flexibly to fit her purposes and adeptly navigated each Web page. In segments prior to this excerpt, she also confidently
named various parts of the Home page. In addition, at the start of the recording session, Sabrina easily navigated to this website. Sabrina also expressed
important CML understandings. She understood that About Us might reveal
authorship, as she expressed in Segment 2, and that, in the design of
websites, About Us is often hiding in the fine print at the bottom of the page,
as she expressed in Segments 6 and 7.
Concurrently, the excerpt shows some of Sabrina’s strengths and challenges in foundational literacy skills. Throughout this excerpt, and indeed
in the entire work session of more than 20 min, Sabrina read with her purpose
in mind, relying on the guiding questions on the worksheet (see tinyurl.com=
odhwndw). Then, in Segment 9, the text demanded conventional reading
skills, and Sabrina faced challenges with prosody, pace, and decoding. Both
miscues were graphophonic and did not disrupt the syntactic and semantic
integrity of the passage. Nevertheless, these challenges would disrupt
Sabrina’s abilities to make inferences, as the next excerpt shows.
The unit of analysis in Table 2 continues the excerpt in Table 1, as Sabrina struggled to decode the print in the main body of the About Us page.
In this excerpt, the print demanded foundational reading skills. Sabrina
struggled with reading pace, prosody, and accuracy in her decoding, as
Segments 1 and 2 show. All of the information to answer the questions
‘‘Why did this person=these people create this site? How do I know?’’ is right
there in the passage. But Sabrina was unable to synthesize and summarize the
information. She then became disengaged.
Ted and Brian were working with other students when Sabrina called for
Ted’s help, so Ted did not get to her right away. Instead, in the sequence
immediately following the excerpt in Table 1, Sabrina spoke directly into
her headset microphone again, ‘‘I NEED YOUR HELP, MR. KESLER!,’’
breathed heavily for 22 s, then reengaged with the task. Although the screen
still remained on the About Us page, from 8:38 to 12:10, or 3 min and 32 s,
Sabrina composed her responses to the third and fourth set of questions on
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Uses the scroll down bar to scroll down the page. Then
moves the mouse to the center of the page, then down to
the horizontal scroll bar at the bottom of the screen.
Moves the horizontal bar to the left to view the left side
edge of the page.
Moves the mouse back to scroll down bar.
Scrolls down to the bottom of the page.
Sweeps the mouse across the five columns of links at the
bottom of the page to the first column on the left. [Each
column has anywhere from 10 to 17 links.]
Mouse first points to Contact Us, then moves to About Us,
directly above.
Clicks on the About Us link.
Now on the About Us page. Mouse moves from the About
Us link to the scroll down bar.
Mouse stays still on the scroll down bar.

(2) 6:11 to 6:19

(9) 6:39 to 6:49

(7) 6:32 to 6:36
(8) 6:37 to 6:39

(6) 6:30 to 6:32

(3) 6:19 to 6:22
(4) 6:22 to 6:28
(5) 6:28 to 6:30

Sabrina zooms out with the mouse to get an overview of
the Home page.

Action

(1) 5:55 to 6:11

Elapsed time

TABLE 1 An Excerpt of Sabrina’s Reading

‘‘It’s always, I forgot, it’s always under the paaaggge.’’
‘‘Alright, okay, we’re gonna find out why. I’m gonna
read it.’’
[Now reads the print in the main body of the text]
‘‘Welcome to Teen Ink, a national teen magazine,
book series, and website devoted = entirely to teenagers
teenage
writing, art, photos, and = forms
forums .’’

‘‘Okay, it say Con, About Us. There, I found it!’’

‘‘Hhmmpphh . . . ’’
‘‘Okay, I’m going dowwwnnn . . . ’’
‘‘It saaaysss . . . ’’

‘‘Why did this person, these people create this site? Why
did these, why this person, these people, why did
these people create = this =site? How do I know?’’
‘‘Well, I’m gonna find that out now. Why did they create
this site.’’
‘‘I could just go About Us, but I don’t actually see it
anywhere.’’

Sabrina’s words
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Mouse stays still on the scroll
down bar.
Mouse stays still on the scroll
down bar.

(4) 8:01 to 8:09

(5) 8:09 to 8:11

Mouse stays still on the scroll
down bar.

Sabrina slowly scrolls down
the page in pace with her
reading.
Sabrina slowly scrolls down
the page in pace with her
reading.

Action

(3) 7:31 to 8:01

(2) 7:09 to 7:31

(1) 6:50 to 7:03

Elapsed time

TABLE 2 Sabrina’s Reading of a Website, Continued

writers or artists; we depend =

incompletely
completely

on

submission
submissions

nationwide for our

‘‘Not here. I NEED YOUR HELP, MR. KESLER!’’

‘‘So ==, um, [now reads the worksheet questions] ‘Why did these = people create this
website? Why did’ [rapid reading=scanning] . . . Okay, well, shouldn’t [rapid reading=
scanning] . . . Alright, well, ‘through classrooms,’ hmm [rapid reading=scanning] . . . I don’t
know it didn’t tell us [mumbles; rapid reading of start of next paragraph] ‘We offer
 community
teenagers the
opportunity’ duh, duh, duh, duh, [more rapid reading=scanning] . . . [Big Yawn] I
don’t know why. I don’t find anything here. I’m tired, duh, duh, duh.
Silence.

stuff
havt
have no staff
content
content .’’


[Continues reading the passage] ‘‘Teen Ink magazine offers some of the most thoughtful and
0
discription
pub
lication
generet
longest
creative work generated by teens and have
has the largest distribution of any publication of its kind. We

perficate
registers
13; 19
to participate
[Continues reading the passage] ‘‘Students must be age 1319
0 = register , and=or
0
0

submit
Distri uted
through classrooms by English teachers . . . ’’
submit = work :
Distributed

Sabrina’s words
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the worksheet (see tinyurl.com=odhwndw). Her vocalization to the third set
of questions was as follows: ‘‘They created this website to show their stories
and poems to see how good their stories are. I know because they have ranks
and links about this.’’ For the fourth set of questions, Sabrina’s vocalization
was the following: ‘‘Yes, this site is trustworthy for popular culture and it
represents teens that are writers. This makes it trustworthy because it shows
it is passed from teachers first before they put it up.’’
Sabrina’s worksheet, matched with the recording, then gives more
insights into her inferential thinking. Her responses show that she struggled
with the foundational skills of expressing herself in writing. Her oral
response on the recording had more coherent syntax than what she wrote.
In her written response, she omitted letters from words and end punctuation,
overused the pronoun they, and confused the homonym there for their. From
studying her other writing samples and her IEP, we also knew that Sabrina
was reluctant to elaborate her thoughts in writing or revise her writing when
she acquired new information.
In the recording prior to the excerpts presented here, Sabrina only read
the first few lines of the stories and poems and recognized the genres based
on the labels for links, titles, and format. For example, www.teenink.com has
tabs for the genres of writing at the top of each page. Sabrina noticed that each
posted piece of writing gave the author and where he or she was from. On the
Home page, she clicked on a featured action=adventure story because she
identified with the place the author was from: ‘‘Spring Hill, Florida, that’s
where, that’s where I went, that’s my school.’’ Underneath this story, Sabrina
noticed ‘‘Join the Discussion’’ and viewers’ comments: ‘‘Oh, I see that other
people discuss and write new comments == about this stuff [the posted pieces
of writing], about what he does, so this is, um, people who write stories, I
guess?, and, um, they’re from different places.’’ Thus, the various design
features of the website, such as tabs, links, labels, titles, and layout, supported
Sabrina’s inference work about issues of authorship, even as she was challenged by the foundational reading of conventional print.

Carmen
In the class as a whole, four out of five boys created glogs focusing on girl and
woman athletes. One boy focused on the marketing of toys for teenagers
along gender lines. One girl focused on positive images of teenagers of color
compared to how they are portrayed in the popular media. One girl focused
on troubled teenagers who might be suffering from domestic abuse, drugs and
alcohol, bullying, depression, or unwanted pregnancy. One girl focused on
girls in science, technology, and mathematics. Carmen focused on girls who
contribute to their communities and strive to achieve academically. In each
glog, students created strong counternarratives to how teenagers are often
portrayed in popular culture media by engaging in multimodal design work.
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Using the grammar of visual design (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006), we
now analyze Carmen’s glog, ‘‘Girls in the Spotlight,’’ which shows what
understandings her counternarrative expressed about CML. (Readers can view
the glog at popsinger.edu.glogster.com=girls-in-the-spotlight.) The wallpaper
surrounding the glog is a pattern of bursting stars of yellow, red, green, and
blue on a white background. In our interview, Carmen explained that she
chose this wallpaper to highlight the theme girls in the spotlight: ‘‘I think that
they should be noticed, like I said before, and they’re very cool for that [doing
positive actions].’’ In each corner of the glog, Carmen has placed spotlights
that frame the design like footlights and headlights. The spotlights are the
same bright colors and background as the bursting stars of the wallpaper,
building coherence. Carmen’s choices of these symbols demonstrate ‘‘the
act of producing analogies and classifications’’ (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006,
p. 8), or metaphoric thinking.
A central image is backgrounded and divides the glog into top, middle,
and bottom panels. Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) explained that in Western
cultures, ‘‘the upper section visualizes the ‘promise of the product,’ the status
of glamour it can bestow on its users, or the sensory fulfillment it can bring’’
(p. 186). This is the section where Carmen placed images of teenage starlets,
framing and tilted toward, and thus drawing the viewer’s attention to, the
centered silhouette of a young heterosexual couple in a loving relationship.
The title ‘‘Girls in the Spotlight’’ is centered across this silhouette and thus in
a position of importance. The lacy scroll beneath the title further separates this
top panel from the rest of the glog. In the silhouette, the boy gazes into the
girl’s face, and the girl’s gaze is cast downward in a submissive position. Both
smiling starlets are looking straight at the viewer, creating a demand of a
friendly relationship. The close shot using a frontal angle at eye level further
establishes a personal connection of involvement with these starlets. Kress
and van Leeuwen suggested that this kind of reciprocity between the viewer
and the person depicted in the image could have a devotional purpose (p. 118).
This idealized depiction of teenage girls in the media takes up one fifth or
20% of the total glog. Therefore, Carmen devotes 80% of her glog to the more
grounded, real world of teenage girls that she wants to represent and 60% to
the central panel. The central backgrounded image also shows smiling teenage girls gazing directly at the viewer, establishing a friendly relationship. The
image is also a close shot using a frontal angle at eye level that establishes intimacy with these teenage girls. Their posture, leaning in toward each other like
a group huddle, suggests an intimate group. They are gesturing toward the
viewer with thumbs up, giving their approval. Their thumbs-up gestures also
create vectors to the centered video image and the image in the bottom
right-hand corner of this section of the glog.
In addition to the centered video image, there are four images of teenage
girls in action, tilted toward the central image and framing this section. Clockwise from the top right corner the viewer sees two teenage girls sitting on the
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grass, enjoying a book or album together; a teenage girl helping out in a
senior center; two teenage girls conducting a science experiment in a laboratory; and a teenage girl playing softball. In the image of the girls enjoying a
book or album together, Carmen emphasizes book learning by placing an
icon of three stacked books in the bottom left corner, which also creates a vector to the writing and the central image in this panel. Each of these images is
equidistant from the center of this panel and of equal size, implying equal
importance. The video image shows two girls engaged in a science experiment with their teacher. The video features a middle school with a diverse
population that is motivated, engaged, and experiencing academic success.
Carmen explained, ‘‘I also got a video from Schooltube ’cause I really couldn’t
find any videos on YouTube that really work [with the central theme of her
glog].’’ Because YouTube is blocked at school, this statement verifies that
Carmen continued constructing her glog at home. Carmen gives this video
the title ‘‘Students’’ in big, bold bubble letters outlined in red and blue, which
is centered and foregrounded in this central panel, emphasizing studious
teenage girls who are not often represented in popular culture media.
The writing in this section is part of the multimodal text. Kress and van
Leeuwen (2006) explained that print in this context becomes just one of the
elements for the construction of meaning and that ‘‘reading is not necessarily
linear wholly or in part, but may go from center to margin, or in circular fashion, or vertically, etc.’’ (p. 178). In Carmen’s glog, one might first read the central panel of print, then the left and right side panels, or one might choose to
read left to right, or one might first be drawn to the bottom, or most grounded,
poem that is accentuated in bold white print on a purple panel. Kress and van
Leeuwen also explained that in Western design, the left-hand side represents
the given and the right-hand side represents the new. Indeed, in the opening
sentence in the left-hand column, Carmen points out what the viewer should
have noticed in the bottom left-hand picture (the given): ‘‘As you can see here
in the photo, girls in the picture are not only doing a science experiment but
they are very focused and cautious about their experiment . . . ’’ In the
right-hand column, Carmen presents her central argument (the new): ‘‘Most
people say that most teen girls are all the same, but there [sic] wrong! Putting
aside partying, hanging out with friends, going out etc., teen girls can also get
their studies out and be hard working for a better education . . . ’’ The central
column creates a strong bridge between the ideal of the top panel and the real
of the central panel. ‘‘Although you see teen girls always being happy and full
with make up in daily teen magazines, you don’t see what some girls do off
the spotlight . . . ’’ The poem, which Carmen appropriated from an Internet
source, strongly encourages an audience of teenage girls to seize the day.
Carmen explained that she changed some of the language in this poem to
make it more appropriate for a school-based audience.
Carmen also convincingly uses the authoritative register of persuasive
writing. In all of the writing in this section of the glog, Carmen addresses
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the audience directly as you. She establishes authority for her argument by
using the phrase ‘‘But studies show that . . . ’’ She modulates her claims by
using the moderators some and most. She establishes generalities with
phrases such as nowadays, people say, and as always. She uses signal words
to make claims that she refutes, such as although, just because, and but. Her
conversational tone builds allegiance with her audience to align with her
central argument.
Starting at the top of the central panel, blue and pink bubbles float
down and spill onto the bottom panel. The two bottom corner pictures
and the poem also create bridges to the bottom panel. The angles of the
pictures form vectors to the two ‘‘School’’ labels and the central music player
in purple at the bottom of the glog. The color purple also connects the parts
of the glog to build coherence. Carmen considered purple, and the pink and
blue of the bubbles, ‘‘more girly colors’’ to accentuate her focus on teenage
girls. One sees purple in the wallpaper stars and in the spotlights. In the top
panel, one sees a small piece of purple behind one of the starlets. Carmen
has also made the title and lacy scroll purple. In the middle panel, the viewer
sees purple in some of the clothes of the teenage girls in the images and in
the flask of the girls conducting the experiment. The central video play
button is purple, and Carmen has chosen a purple background for the poem.
The purple music player draws attention by being centered, in the most
grounded position, against a white background. Carmen has chosen the song
‘‘Send It On’’ by the Jonas Brothers, Selena Gomez, Demi Lovato, and Miley
Cyrus, popular teenage stars on the Disney Channel. The song was written to
support Disney’s Friends for Change Project Green. The song gives a positive
message of hope and social action to youths. Carmen explained that because
‘‘mostly little kids are watching Disney channel, they’re [the teenage stars
who are performing this song] trying to encourage kids to help out in
community homes nearby and everything, and I just think that’s what they
[teenagers] do too.’’ So, with this choice, Carmen was further constructing
teenage girls as positive, hopeful for a better world, interested in social
action, and helping in their communities, and the glog overall moves from
the idealized, ethereal world of starlets and teenage romance to the practical,
can-do world of actual teenage girls in action.
Carmen orchestrated multiple modes in a deliberate design process to
construct a counternarrative about teenage girls. In her reflection about her
glog, Carmen realized this orchestration when she wrote the following:
I learned each part of a glog adds, design, hyperlinks is what makes the
glog and gives you an idea on what the glog is about. I notice that you need
to catch a readers eye [sic] not just with the written but also with the colors.

Carmen enacted the two meanings of writing identity that Merchant (2005)
described for 21st-century literacies. First, she made deliberate choices as
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a writer within a community that uses and values writing as a social practice.
Second, she acted as a bricoleur, deliberately appropriating, assembling, and
transforming diverse ‘‘discursive fragments from popular culture’’ (p. 79)
while expressing her pleasure with and appreciation of popular culture
media. By acting as a bricoleur, Carmen acted socially, creating ‘‘an imaginary ‘we’ ’’ and producing ‘‘shared truths aligning readers or listeners with
some statements and distancing them from others’’ (Kress & van Leeuwen,
2006, p. 155), or, as Carmen stated, ‘‘Each glog catches one group of people’’
(Final reflection, 6-21-11). Carmen’s use of multimodality generated both her
own and the viewers’ subjectivities as teenage girls who, counter to their
predominant images in popular culture media, are capable, positive, active,
studious, and working to create a better world. Thus, Carmen’s glog
expressed the ideational, interpersonal, and textual functions of multimodal
texts (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006).
Carmen also enacted important digital and 21st-century literacy skills. In
the process of creating her glog, she had to search for, download, and upload
images, a video, and music. At first, Carmen found Glogster challenging, but
eventually she learned to navigate and manipulate this site, partly by relying
on the collective expertise of her classmates as they too solved problems to
construct their glogs. Carmen also described relying on a classmate for advice
‘‘to think if it was good enough or should I add more writing . . . ’’ As we have
shown in our analysis, Carmen also applied thoughtful design decisions
using digital media.

DISCUSSION
All texts make demands on readers. We saw in Sabrina’s recordings that the
multimodal elements of popular culture websites demanded an integration of
multiple literacies, including digital literacy, CML, and foundational literacy
skills. Although Sabrina was adept at finding websites, naming the parts,
and navigating websites, she was challenged by foundational reading skills
that interfered with her CML understandings. Of the five online reading comprehension processes, she was especially challenged by critically evaluating
and synthesizing information across resources on the site. This finding was
consistent with the reading behavior that was reported on Sabrina’s IEP. This
finding is also consistent with the general population of student readers (Leu
et al., 2009). However, Sabrina was also supported in her inference making
by relying on the design features of the website, such as format, layout, font,
visual displays, headings, and tabs. The integrated design of multiple modes
on the website supported Sabrina’s dialectic among various literacies to infer
meaning. The worksheet assisted Sabrina in reading with a purpose in
mind. She also showed persistence and flexibility in staying focused and
completing the task each day. Thus, our CML explorations of popular culture
websites met Sabrina’s IEP literacy needs and objectives.
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The opportunity to produce counternarratives in the form of glogs had
strong outcomes for the students’ CML understandings. Carmen expressed a
counterargument to teenage girls in the spotlight by acting like a bricoleur,
orchestrating multiple modes and diverse design features, which made her
message much more powerful than if we had privileged writing alone. By
composing across modes, Carmen engaged in metaphoric thinking. In the
process of creating her glog, Carmen discovered her authorial voice that
generated her own and viewers’ subjectivities. As in O’Brien’s (2001) study,
Carmen acted intermedially to powerful effects. In addition, we saw that
Carmen both planned and reflected on her glog. Her work met most of the criteria we had for this work and the writing goals that were reported on her IEP.
She also met several important standards of the Common Core State Standards.
In the process of creating her glog, Carmen enacted important digital literacy
practices. In addition, the Glogster environment enabled Carmen to enact
many 21st-century literacy behaviors (Lankshear & Knobel, 2006), such as
relying on a classmate for her opinion about design; sharing sites for music,
images, and videos; and solving problems with other classmates, experimenting with form, layout, and composition as they constructed their glogs and
posting their work in a public forum that was open to other people’s comments. Both Carmen and Sabrina also showed evidence of bridging in-school
and out-of-school spaces: Sabrina, in another segment of data that, for space
limitations, is not included in the Findings section, when she enthusiastically
declared that she would revisit the Selena Gomez site at home with her
mom to purchase concert tickets; Carmen, when she indicated that she was
unable to find an appropriate video for her glog on YouTube, a site that
was inaccessible in school.

IMPLICATIONS
This study has several implications for future studies that embrace 21stcentury literacies. Researchers have used screen capture software to powerful
effect to monitor students’ online reading comprehension (see, e.g., Coiro,
2011; Coiro & Dobler, 2007). However, these studies have focused on highly
competent middle school readers of online spaces who were also fully competent with foundational reading skills, not on special education populations
who often struggle with foundational reading skills and inferential thinking in
general. Sabrina’s recordings show exactly where her comprehension broke
down and consequently where and what kind of support she needed. In other
words, studying her recordings enables the teacher to now provide targeted
one-on-one or small-group instruction at the point of need, which is exactly
the precision that responses to intervention suggest (Allington, 2012; RAND
Reading Study Group, 2002). These interventions are best provided in the
context of authentic activity, in which students are asked to locate, navigate,
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negotiate, and respond to online information with specific purposes in mind
(Coiro, 2011), as they did for the sequence of activities in this study. Sabrina’s
recordings also show the limitations of relying only on her written responses
as a window into her comprehension, as she was able to express her thinking
more comprehensively orally.
Often in special education settings, the tendency is to reduce the textual
demands, often privileging the most conventional forms of reading and writing to first enable students to gain competence in foundational literacy skills
before having them work with text complexity (Allington, 2012). This
approach inevitably limits their access to and opportunities with online reading and writing, which are so variable and unpredictable in their textual
demands. Yet, as we have shown in this study, special education students
such as Sabrina are not overwhelmed in these environments. After Sabrina
called for help, she regrouped and reengaged, with quite productive results.
Moreover, we agree with Lankshear and Knobel (2006) that, first, students like
Sabrina will spend substantial amounts of time on these sites regardless of
whether opportunities are provided in schools, and, second, because of their
community-based practices, classrooms are precisely the spaces to monitor
and support Sabrina’s flexible dialectic across literacies to develop rich comprehension of online sites. Third, our study has shown that the various affordances of multiple modes actually supported Sabrina’s inference making.
Consistent with findings of new literacies studies (e.g., Coiro, 2011; Coiro &
Dobler, 2007; Henry, 2006), it is also clear that students like Sabrina need clear
and direct purposes for their online reading work, which we provided via the
worksheets and all of the other supports in the lessons.
In addition, our study shows the value of providing more opportunities
for digital compositions that privilege design for students’ expression of
meaning, especially for special education students, who often struggle with
foundational skills in writing (O’Brien, 2001). The affordances of multiple
modes gave Carmen many more tools to develop authorship and discover
a voice to construct her own and her viewers’ subjectivities. The process of
bricolage (Merchant, 2005) is unruly, but this study has shown that students
like Carmen were able to achieve the expectations for their work and meet
the demands of the Common Core State Standards.
Moreover, more research is needed to study students’ think-aloud process, using screen capture software, as they engage in authentic activities that
cause them to negotiate the dialectic between new and foundational literacies
for meaning construction. This research is even more imperative for special
education populations, such as the students in this study, who struggle with
foundational reading and writing practices. In the current high-stakes climate,
standardized tests assess a narrow range of foundational literacy skills that
provide a diminished picture of the literacy capacities of students (Kesler,
2013). This study has shown that students have a range of competencies
across multiple literacies that they use to express and construct meaning. If
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the adage ‘‘What is tested is what is taught’’ is true, then what is needed are
assessments, such as online reading comprehension assessments (see, e.g.,
Coiro, 2009), that provide a far more comprehensive picture of what students
know and are able to do, which in turn will expand which literacies are privileged in schools (Leu et al., 2009).
Finally, our study advocates more studies of CML, exploring popular culture websites. CML teaches students to recognize the constructed nature of
media, authorship, intended audience, and ideology and empowers them to
challenge media messages and to produce alternative texts that improve
society (Kellner & Share, 2007). Consistent with the literature on CML studies
of popular culture texts (e.g., Alvermann & Hagood, 2000a, 2000b), this study
shows the need for more recursive and layered explorations. Recordings of the
students’ reading sessions, for example, consistently showed the need for
more work with synthesizing and inferring meanings, particularly toward critical understandings, not just from print in the websites but also from all of the
other semiotic resources. As this study shows, this work has so much potential
to purposefully engage students in 21st-century literacies, establish voices as
authors, and construct identities. The following quote, taken from the exit
interview between Ted and Brian, perfectly expresses this potential:
Ted: Besides making the glog, it [our study] had to do with critical media
literacy. Do you think they gained anything about that?
Brian: Oh, definitely. We taught them how to look at things, and be aware of
hidden secrets and hidden messages that some companies will try to
hide or try to showcase, and I think that was big. Yeah, and it goes
back to what I was saying, about how they’re going to have to make
social decisions, and this, I think, the course we did with them, I think,
is going to help them make these tough decisions.
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